Only 2 hours from Paris
22 Nantes-Paris connections/day

Fastest traffic growth for a regional airport since 2009
Water – a key element driving economic growth
A place where the largest cruise ships and the largest airplanes in the world come to life
France’s fastest growing employment rate in digital technology
A place where architecture has the right and the duty to be inventive
A place where the factory and the hospital of the future give us a preview of tomorrow’s world.
A place where the grass is always greener for young people to grow up, develop their skills and work
A place where **smart cities** are paving the way for the future
A place where we work together on CSR to transition to a more responsible development model.
A place where the quality of life is non-negotiable and there are virtually more green spaces than inhabitants
A place where around twenty beaches are waiting to be explored
Cliquez et modifiez le titre « Nantes, the loopiest city in France » Sunday Times

A place where a mechanical elephant as tall as a building takes a daily stroll around his island
A place of culture for all where Art has overrun the city
A place where you can sleep in a chapel, a courthouse, a fishing hut or perched on top of a chimney...
The most sporty city in France
A place where major facilities host larger than life events
A place which welcomes investment that matches its ambitions
You’ve got the message:

it’s no coincidence that they’re all here!
Want to be part of it?...
...welcome!
Nantes Saint-Nazaire Développement
2 cours du Champ-de-Mars
BP 11909 - 44019 NANTES CEDEX 1
agence@nantes-saintnazeire.fr
+33 (0)2 40 35 55 45